WALLGOLDFINGER

ARBOR

T H E U LT I M AT E M U LT I P U R P O S E R O O M TA B L E
BENEFITS
A reconfigurable table
durable and elegant enough
for every conference, training
and boardroom need
Incomparable leg room,
especially when ganged
Integrated technology for the
most effective meetings and
training sessions
Lightweight cores and
removable legs for easy
movement and storage
Quick, compact, damagefree storage in upright carts
A financially responsible
choice due to its multiple
uses and minimal storage
requirements
33x66 inch rectangular tables and 12
inch modesty panels in dark walnut
veneer with aluminum Comfort Edge
and 2 inch round legs finished in Bengal
Silver powder coat
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ABOUT
The Arbor provides today’s business leaders and organizations with a reconfigurable conference table solution. Available
in a variety of finishes, the Arbor comes in numerous sizes and shapes to fit any room layout. Varied leg and edge styles
provide a custom look, and tables are built to integrate the latest technology, turning your striking meeting surface into a
versatile communication tool.
Tables can easily be reconfigured. Arbors are constructed from lightweight cores as well as lightweight, yet durable,
frames for easy portability. Table legs, modesty panels and fixture boxes are removable without a single tool required so
tables can quickly be stored. Table and leg carts are sold for easy and compact storage to open a room up for events and
company functions. And the Arbors metal edges have been uniquely designed to be rounded and smooth so they are both
gentle on hands and chair arms. Corners are also welded for durability.
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Diverse materials
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choices
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When you need an elegant, high technology table solution for a multipurpose room, the Arbor, made exclusively by
WallGoldfinger’s fine furniture makers, is your choice.
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T H E U LT I M AT E M U LT I P U R P O S E R O O M TA B L E
A conference room once
filled with tables becomes
an open space for company
gatherings and more.



Metal edges are rounded and smooth
for both comfort when handling and to
prevent damage to chair arms. Corners
are also welded for durability.










Tables are constructed from lightweight cores
as well as lightweight frames for easy portability.

Tables are easy to store in carts that hold tabletops,
modesty panels, legs and fixture boxes. Tabletop slots
are lined to protect surfaces and edges.

Modesty panels are
easy to add and
remove with no
tools required.

Legs “gang,” meaning a single
leg can move over and join
two tables, creating a more
seamless look and increasing
Arbor’s already ample leg room.

Wires are managed under
the table using hook
and loop straps and run
discreetly inside a table leg
to reach an outlet.

Legs can be removed, and
put back on, with no tools
required through the use of
sturdy swell latches.

Power/data fixture boxes can also
be taken on and off with no tools
required.

RECONFIGURABLE
Arbor tables offer the perfect solution for multipurpose rooms. Sold in a variety of sizes, Arbors
can stand alone as a desk or dining surface, be
grouped for conference seating and trainings,
or even be joined to form an elegant boardroom
table. Tables join quickly and easily placing a
single set of legs between two tables and affixing
with sturdy swell latches.
For rooms with multiple uses, the reconfigurable
Arbor is the perfect solution.

BENEFITS
Versatile configuration
options allow for:
The most effective layout
for your meeting needs
Layouts that maximize
sight lines and improve
communication
Multiple configurations in
conference centers with
movable walls
Leg ganging capability allows
for uncluttered look and
gains inches of leg room
Ganged legs can be
recessed for increased
seating space with greater
comfort

30x60 inch tables in natural rift oak
veneer with aluminum Comfort Edge and
2 inch square corner legs

C O N F I G U R AT I O N S

Conference

Training/seminar
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Teleconference/media viewing

Dining/breakout

Boardroom

Benching
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SHAPES AND SIZES
Offered in standard rectangles, Arbor tables are
also sold in half and quarter rounds to create an
elegant, rounded-end look for your executive space.
Square tables and wedge shapes give you even
more configuration options as you turn a conference
room set-up into a boardroom set-up for your most
distinguished guests. Modesty panels, which easily
attach and detach with no tools required, further
enhance the look of the Arbor for even your most
discriminating clients.

BENEFITS

Make the most of your meeting space with Arbor’s
many size and shape options.

Many standard sizes and
shapes available to maximize
usability
Diversity of shapes and sizes
allow you to choose the most
effective dimensions for both
your room size and your
meeting needs
Custom Arbor sizes available
for even greater flexibility
Modesty panels provide
option for screening and
enhanced elegance,
especially in the boardroom

30x60 inch rectangular tables and 60
inch wedge in Ebony Recon plastic
laminate, aluminum 2 inch square
standard inset legs and hatch lids

M O D E S T Y PA N E L S

SHAPES AND SIZES

Rectangle
(30x60 inch, 33x66 inch and
36x72 inch sizes)

Quarter round
(30, 33 and 36 inch sizes)
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Half round
(60, 66 and 72 inch sizes)

Wedge
(60, 66 and 72 inch sizes)

Removable half modesty
panel (12 inches)

Removable full modesty panel
(27 inches)
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M AT E R I A L S
WallGoldfinger stands above for its ability to
source and lay up beautiful veneers finished to
perfection. Arbor tables also utilize countless
colors of faux leather as well as plastic laminates
and cast acrylics to meet customers’ unique
tabletop materials needs. Metal finishes are
available for legs, edges, hatch lids and more.
Whether it’s the beauty of veneers, the durability
of resins, the soft touch of faux leather or a metal
accent, Arbor tables give you choice, beauty and
sophistication.

BENEFITS
Diverse standard tabletop,
edge and leg materials
provide many opportunities
to customize your Arbor to fit
your room design
Stained to match veneers
and custom materials are
available for even more
diverse looks
Lightweight cores allow for
faster and easier set-up and
reconfiguration
Materials are both durable
and beautiful for every
type of meeting need, from
the training room to the
boardroom to the café

60x60 inch tables in New Leaf and
Stormy cast acrylic with aluminum
Comfort Edge, 2 inch round legs and
hatch lids

VENEERS

Rift oak - white Rift oak - light

Quartered/
figured ash

FA U X L E AT H E R

Rift oak - gray Rift oak - dark

Quartered
Plain sliced
Quartered
ash - pre-dyed ash - ebonized black limba
gray
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Quartered
walnut - light

Quartered
walnut - dark

Quartered
zebrawood

Ribbon stripe
sapele

Plain sliced
cherry medium

Jupiter

Mink

French Grey

CAST
ACRYLIC

P L A S T I C L A M I N AT E S

Park Elm

Grey Elm

Skyline Walnut Warm White
soft touch

Colombian
Walnut

Portico Teak

Ebony Recon

London Grey
soft touch

Black soft
touch
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M E TA L F I N I S H E S

White

Gun Metal
powder coat

Low Lights
Bronze powder
coat

Mink

Black matte
powder coat

Brushed aluminum
with clear powder
coat

LEGS AND EDGES
Legs and edges provide additional style to Arbor
tables and can help match your tables with
existing furniture for a more seamless corporate
look. Legs are available in variety of shapes
and styles. Edges can turn your table from
traditional to modern with a simple touch, and
WallGoldfinger’s unique metal pan frame Comfort
Edge provides a smooth, rounded surface that
is gentle on hands and chair arms. Additionally,
the Arbor provides unprecedented leg room for
maximum seating capacity and for the comfort of
staff and visitors.

BENEFITS

Choose leg and edge styles to meet your unique
needs and give your table solution the right look
for your organization.

The durable, metal Comfort
Edge is eased, making it
comfortable to carry and
gentle on chair arms
Comfort Edge mitered
corners are welded to
prevent separation
Variety and placement of
legs allow for seating on all
four sides
Wire management is
concealed in legs for safety
and beauty
Legs attach and detach
with sturdy swell latches, or
fold, with no tools for easy,
compact storage

60x60 inch quartered/figured ash
tabletops with solid ash overlaying
WallGoldfinger’s aluminum Comfort
Edge, loop legs and hatch lids

EDGES

LEGS

2 inch square standard

2 inch square corner
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Loop

Three ply veneer

Comfort Edge aluminum
pan frame

1/4 inch solid wood
overlaying Comfort Edge
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1/2 inch solid wood

STORAGE
SOLUTIONS
A room full of tables is a room that has many uses,
but open space isn’t one of them. Arbor tables are
quick and simple to flatten and store. Arbor legs
go on and off utilizing sturdy swell latches with
no tools required, or T-style legs fold or tilt and
nest. Modesty panels can quickly be removed as
well for flat storage or storage in one of our carts,
opening a room for important functions, company
get-togethers and more. Make the most of your
valuable real estate with a removable Arbor
solution.

BENEFITS
Maintain the
uncompromisable quality of
your Arbor tabletop surfaces
and edges with fabric-lined
slots in 30”x36¼” carts that
hold up to eight tabletops
Safely and compactly store
up to 42 legs in a 30”x22”
footprint
Reduce your overall footprint
and save money by using
your valuable real estate for
meeting and office space,
rather than storage space,
with this compact solution

33x66 inch tables with Park Elm plastic
laminate tops and edges and 2 inch
round legs

REMOVE LEGS

Removable legs
(Easily remove legs with no tools
required for quick storage)

STORE

Tabletops
Fit 8 60-inch and
66-inch tabletops in a
30⅛-inch wide x 36⅛
-inch deep cart. Height
varies.

FLOOR PLAN

Larger tabletops

Fit 8 72-inch tabletops with
blankets or 6 72-inch tabletops
with blankets and fixed power
boxes on a 27½-inch wide,
38½-inch deep and 34½-inch
high cart.
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Standard legs
Fit 56 removable standard legs in a 33⅛-inch
wide x 30⅛-inch deep x
78-inch high cart.

Corner legs
Fit 36 removable corner
legs in a 28⅛-inch wide
x 37⅛-inch deep x
78-inch high cart. Affix
removable power/data
boxes to outside of cart.

Loop legs

Fasten 8 loop legs to
a 31¼-inch wide, 31¼inch deep and 35-inch
high truck cart.

Modesty panels
Fit half modesty panels for 16 tables or full
modesty panels for 8
tables in a 30⅛-inch
wide x 36⅛-inch deep
x 74¼-inch high cart.

40 tables seating 80 can fit in as few as 5 tabletop and 3 leg carts
taking up less than 90 square feet of storage space

Affix 6 removable
power/data boxes to
the back of upright
top, leg and modesty
panel carts.
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TECHNOLOGY
I N T E G R AT I O N
WallGoldfinger is an industry leader in technology
integration for today’s businesspeople, who know that a
table is much more than a table: it’s a communication tool,
media center and active work station. Arbor tables provide
you the telecommunication and power access necessary
for success in today’s business environment.

BENEFITS
Fixed boxes offering ease of
use
Removable boxes offering
greater connectivity
ETL listed DaisyLink
power available for easy
reconfiguration and fewer
floor cores; connect up to
10 tables from a single floor
core
Hook and loop straps safely
secure wiring under the table
and provide flexibility for the
number and thickness of
wires
Legs provide discreet
channels to floor outlets for
beauty, safety and maximum
productivity
Under table fixture boxes and wire
management systems turn a table into a
communication tool

P O W E R A N D D ATA B O X E S

H AT C H L I D S

Removable

Metal hatch

Low profile fixed
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WIRE MANAGEMENT

Wood hatch
(removable boxes only)

Leg channels with brush minders

Quick connect DaisyLink
cables available
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C O N TA C T U S
To learn more or for assistance achieving your
table solution, contact us today:

WallGoldfinger Furniture
168 North Main Street
PO Box 187
Northfield, VT 05663
T. 802.278.5800
sales@wallgoldfinger.com
www.wallgoldfinger.com
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Designed by (clockwise from top left): Gensler, WallGoldfinger, Gensler, Champlin Architecture

WALLGOLDFINGER
FURNITURE
a division of Mark Richey Woodworking

